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The héder - hádár alternation is limited to nouns with final resonant, because resonants are particularly prone to acquisition of syllabicity, which, in turn, often leads to epenthesis. The construct forms of such nouns underwent epenthesis earlier than their absolute co-allomorphs - early enough, in fact, to be affected by the well-known Hebrew stress-shift - because they lost their case-endings earlier. The original epenthetic vowel was lowered to a by Philippi's law. The retention of e in hável is due to overlapping of Philippi's law and stress-shift.
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I am greatly indebted to Professors Zeev Ben Hayyim, Joshua Blau, Daniel Boyarin, Henry Hoenigswald, and Saul Levin for their comments on an earlier version of this paper. I would particularly like to thank Professor Levin for spending a great deal of time answering questions which I sent him concerning the accentuation of Hebrew qatal forms in the Septuagint. His answers forced me to revise my thinking about these forms, and, in the end, to omit my discussion of them entirely.
I. THE 'ÍEGER ~ HÁDÁR SUBCLASS OF SEGOLATE NOUNS

Scholars have long been intrigued by a small group of exceptions to one of the fundamental rules of Hebrew morphology, viz., the rule which states that the construct-state allomorph of segolate nouns is identical to the absolute-state allomorph. Both the rule and the exceptions were discussed already in the 11th century by Yonah ibn JanfiJ (1886:205-6, my translation):

"Know that that which is of the form CâCeC, with six points [: ·:] or with five [: ..:], usually does not change when put in construct with a non-pronominal substantive, for example, 'íeger míšârajm, dêveq yam suq, dêveq hat-toro(k) ... — most of this class follows in the same path. But some of them do change when put in the construct, for example, héger in u-wa-hâdâr màštuvâxO; dêveq in âyân "âlóxfexO although it is unchanged in wâ-xe kafex dêveq bâhemo(h); zîna" in bi-zrâ' gañ hul?!) although it is unchanged in bâ-zrâ' gañ løquon; néga' (as in wâ-"âsâ(h) qâsir kâ-mo néga") in nêga' xâ'âxwu; [hêséx] (as in bâ-hêséx u-vî-âxqon) in wâ-"âwlim ba-hâsâx lev yamuâ; yëneq (as in wî-lo[?]) noxar kol yëneq bô-"êq in wî-"yâq xex dês([ ... But it is also possible that wî-"yâq dês([ is the construct of òòv òâtuñah qâqâ ... although in that case there would not be any evidence for us in it, since it would not be a member of the 'íeger class. And I wonder at Abu Zakariyya [Haway] when he says that none of this class change except hével in hável hávâlom ..."

If we eliminate the one uncertain example here (yëneq), we are left with a group of nouns all of which end in a liquid or ':

| Hêger    | Hâdâr    | 'room'
| Dêveq    | Sîyár    | 'offspring'
| Zêna     | Zînâ     | 'seed'
| Nêga'    | Nîgâ     | 'plant(ation)'
| Hëvel    | Hâvël    | 'vanity'

Three of the new examples discovered by Ewald (1835:250, 1855:472) fit in perfectly here,

| Sâhâr    | Sîhâr    | 'trade, profits'
| Lëna'    | Lîjâ     | 'seven'
| Tëla'    | Tîsâ     | 'nine'

2Wa-'ìam 'anna-hu mà' kâna 'alâ miţâli pe'el bi-sittati muqatîn 'ay [l.c. Ibn Tibbon 'awv] bi-xamsatin fa-'inna 'akâra-hâ lâ yataqâyâru 'inda 'iḏâfati-hâ 'ilâ l-asma'i z-zâhirati miţâ  ṣeřêq misraŷin dêrx yam suq sefer hat-tor(h) ... 'alâ hâdâ yattârîdu 'akâtra 1-bâhâ. Wa-qad yataqâyâru ba-du-hu 'inda l-'iḏâfati ka-taḡay布置ûr ḵâṭer fi qawî-hi u-va- ḵâbâr miškwâxâ xo-wa-ka-taḡayûrû ᵃyêr fi ᵃyër ᵃ́loxfexO xo-‘ìn kâna ḡyâra mutâgâyûrin fi qawî-hi wî-xol pêṭer ᵃyêr bâhemo(h) wa-ka-taḡayûrû zêrâ' fi qawî-hi ki-zrâ' gañ hu(*). Wa-‘ìn kâna ḡyâra mutâgâyûrin fi qawî-hi kâ-zrâ' gañ løqon wa-ka-taḡayûrû nêta' ḵâʾa‘i wî-"âsâ(h) qâsir kâ-mo nêta' fi qawî-hi nêta’ xâ’âxwu wa-ka-taḡayûrû bâ-ḥêṣer u-wî-xofan fi qawî-hi wî-"âwlim ba-hâsâx lev yamuâ. Wa-ka-taḡayûrû wâl(?) nôxar kôl yereq bo-‘êq fi qawî-hi wî-"yâq xex dês([ ... Wa-rubba-mâ kâna wî-"yâq xex dês([ muḏâfa ṣîm "arâhâ yorq ... 'îlâ ‘anna-hu layaṣ yakûn hîna-‘isîn lànâ’ fi-hi ḥâhâ- datan 'ìd layaṣ min bâb ‘eřêq. Wa-‘înî la-‘a’jâbu min bâbì Zakariyyâ fi qawî-hi ‘anna- hu lam yataqâyûrû min hâdâ 1-bâbî ‘inda l-‘iḏâfati ḡyra hávël hávâlom. 

AAL 3, 80
but Ewald's fourth new example

\[
\begin{align*}
qâ\text{hâ} & \sim q\text{hâ} & \text{‘taking, to take’}
\end{align*}
\]
does not. It should be grouped instead with medial pharyngal forms like:

\[
\begin{align*}
bâ\text{râ} & \sim b\text{râ} & \text{‘behind’}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*mō\text{r}â} & \sim m\text{râ} & \text{‘fewness’}
\end{align*}
\]

An additional example was discovered not long ago by Berggrün (1950:7) in the Kaufmann manuscript of the Mishnah — he could have cited Codex Parma A (= De Rossi 138), as well — and Elijah Levi's Sefer Ha-Tsābî (s.v.):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hēvēn} & \sim \text{hāyān} & \text{‘superior priest’}
\end{align*}
\]

It should be noted that, although neither of these singular forms occurs in the Bible, the plural form does, and it is therefore likely that the alternation attested in the Mishnah is much older than that source. This example ends in a nasal rather than a liquid, but since the liquids and nasals form a natural class (commonly called resonants), it fits in well with the other examples.

Three other construct forms deserve mention here, although it is not certain that they are actually derived from segolates: gōvāh (Exodus 15:16), gōvāh (I Samuel 16:7), and gōvāh (Psalms 46:5, 65:5). The idea that gōvāh and gōvāh are in some way equivalent to gōvāh and gōvāh (the Hexapla actually means kōdā in Psalms 46:5) goes back at least as far as Samuel ben Meir (Exodus 15:16), but the suggestion that gōvāh, gōvāh, and gōvāh have something in common with hāvēl, hāvēl, etc. seems to be original with S.D. Luzzatto ([1860] 1970:7-8, [1871] 1965:290; cf. also Lambert 1931:108, Kogut 1969:23-4, Blau 1971:318). There is, however, another school of thought which maintains that gōvāh, gōvāh, and gōvāh are the construct forms of the adjectives gōvūl, gōvūl, and gōvūl (Brockelmann 1908:11,48, Rabin 1967:7, Koehler-Baumgartner 1967, s.v. q̄ōvāh). Brockelmann (op. cit.) adduces these forms as evidence that adjectives can serve as abstract nouns in Hebrew, a proposition which becomes much more attractive when limited to adjectives in the construct state (cf. also māa in I Samuel 15:32, Psalms 38:15, gōvūl in Deuteronomy 21:11, and perhaps yēfe[h] in I Samuel 16:12, 17:42). This syntactic explanation obviously implies that gōvūl, gōvūl, and gōvūl have nothing to do with hāvēl, hāvēl, etc., and we shall therefore take the prudent (and convenient) course of omitting these forms from the discussion which follows.

One last alternation which may belong here is the alternation of the infinitive construct, qōtōl, with its co-allomorph (before suffixes), qōt̄-, but since the original shape of the

\[3\]This form is reconstructed on the analogy of forms like kōvāh 'heaviness', ḥēzēq 'strength', etc. The reconstruction depends on the assumption that mōqē is an abstract noun rather than an infinitive construct, a distinction which is perhaps dubious from a historical point of view but seems to have synchronic validity.

\[4\]One problem for this theory might be the fact that we expect gōvāh as the construct of gōvāh (on the analogy of alternations like mōzēbaḥ (abs.) ~ mōzēbaḥ (const.)), and this form actually occurs several times in the Bible. On the other hand, the retention of q in gōvāh would seem to be just as much of a problem for those who take it as the construct of gōvāh.

\[5\]The appropriateness of this example hinges on the meaning of ‘im in the two verses cited. It is generally taken to mean ‘and’ in these verses, but it might, like English ‘with’, have the meaning ‘possessing (a quality)’. This meaning would fit nicely in I Samuel 25:25 and Psalms 89:14 as well.
latter is uncertain due to fluctuation in the Massoretic pointing (between forms like דאול ו and 'אול, which point to an original "CUC", and forms like דאול and רדוע, which point to an original "CUC"), we cannot be sure. Moreover, if the vocalization of qatol owes anything to epenthesis, it owes at least as much to contamination of the infinitive construct with the infinitive absolute (Jolton [1923] 1965:109-10) and the imperfect (cf. Bauer-Leander [1922] 1965:316-7). The original form of the alternation and its conditioning may accordingly be beyond recovery.

A form which does not belong here, contrary to what I once thought, is ספוגהל, the rendering of offit "Book of Psalms" in Origen's list of the books of the Bible, reproduced by Eusebius in the Ecclesiastical History (Schwartz 1908:574). The form ספוג is open to several interpretations. It could be a scribal error for ספוג which crept in before the time of Eusebius (ספוג is definitely the form which Eusebius had; cf. the critical apparatus, loc. cit.), but ספוג would be anomalous in its own right as a rendering of Hebrew ספוג (one would expect ספוג). A second possibility would be to take ספוג as a rendering of the Aramaic construct form ספוג. It is true that ספוג has the Hebrew plural suffix and that all of the other names in Origen's list are Hebrew (e.g. ציוקפוקס "Deuteronomy", ספוג (Massoretic ה.readdir), but, as Kutscher has shown (1959:15-6, 46-7), none of this is incompatible with an Aramaizing vocalization. Indeed, Origen's vocalization of the Biblical text itself is not free of Aramaisms (loc. cit.), so there is no reason to exclude the possibility of an Aramaism in his vocalization of the Biblical book-titles. On the other hand, it should be noted that, out of the many segolates in the extant fragments of Origen's Hexapla (Mercati 1958), there is not one on the pattern of ספוג (Braun 1943:156). Even ספוג in Psalms 18:26, vocalized ספוג by the Massoretas, is vocalized ספוג by Origen (loc. cit.). In any case, it is obvious that both of the above interpretations obviate the need to deal with ספוג within the framework of this article.

The third, and most likely, hypothesis is that ספוג is to be connected with the Samaritan Hebrew form ספוג 'book' (the initial vowel is prothetic and probably late). This form is not a segolate since it occurs (Ben Hayyim 1961) in the absolute state (e.g. Deuteronomy 31:24, 26) as well as in the construct (e.g. Deuteronomy 24:1,3). It is, rather, a noun on the

6 Cf. forms like צכ" (= Massoretic צחנ) and רפנ (= Massoretic רפנ) in the second column of Origen's Hexapla (Mercati 1958). Other forms with c correspond to Massoretic a-stems: רסח (= Massoretic רסח, רסח (= Massoretic רסח).  

7 The construct still existed at this period (Kaddari 1959:104) even though d-periphrasis had become, in Kaddari's words, "the regular way of nominal subordination" (ibid., 102).  

8 It should be noted, however, that many of these titles "consist of either (1) the first word or words of the book ... or (2) the name of the hero or supposed author..." (Swete [1914] 1968:214), and that such titles cannot be adduced as evidence concerning ספוג which is "a description of the contents" (loc. cit.). Consequently, only titles which fall into this latter category are adduced here.  

9 This is close to the Mishnaic title of the Book of Numbers, but the vocalization differs. Codex Kaufmann has "עמאס hap-piquadium in סֵתָה VII,7 and in מֵכֶת IV,3 and "עמאס hap-piquadium (the kethiv is kpios) in Yoma VII,1. Codex Parma A (De Rossi 138) has "עמאס hap-piquadium in the Yoma passage.  

10 Hebrew דאעא (= Tiberian diu) "days" (lit. 'things of days'). Note that this title cannot be Aramaic because the Aramaic plural of yom 'day' is yomim with an o, and because the Aramaic word for 'things of' is מלח. The plural suffix -ו is, of course, almost as common in Mishnaic Hebrew as it is in Aramaic.
qēṭāl pattern, virtually identical to the Late Biblical (II Chronicles 2:16)\textsuperscript{11} and Mishnaic (Naḥi 7:3, Kelim 1:1, Zavim 5:10) word ṣāgōr meaning 'counting'. It follows that, even according to this interpretation, ṣōqōp has little in common with the Hebrew segolate construct forms which are the subject of this article.\textsuperscript{12}

2. FOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ORIGIN
OF THE ĤEʾER ~ ḤĀʾĒR ALTERNATION

We are left, then, with a highly coherent set of segolate construct forms, all of which end in a resonant or \( \epsilon \) (and it is not unreasonable to theorize, as does Levin (1966:4), that the latter was also a resonant, i.e. an \( \alpha \)-vowel with pharyngeal constriction but no audible friction, in ancient Hebrew, at least in the environment of \( C \# \)) and are stressed on their epenthetic vowel. It is obvious that any attempt to explain how these forms originated will have to account for these facts by answering the following questions:

1) Why did the stress shift, in these forms, to the epenthetic vowel?
2) Why didn't this change take place in the absolute state of ḥāʾēr, ḥāvēl, etc. as well as in the construct?
3) Why was the change favored by a final resonant?

One final question is needed to round off this list:

4) Why does the epenthetic \( \epsilon \) of the absolute alternate with other vowels in the construct, viz.
   a) \( \epsilon \) in ḥāvēl
   b) \( \alpha \) in ḥāʾēr, ṣōqōp, etc.

3. PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO EXPLAIN THE ḤEʾER ~ ḤĀʾĒR ALTERNATION

3.1. Sievers' Theory

Previous attempts to explain the ḥéʾēr ~ ḥāʾēr alternation have tended to focus on only two or, at most, three of these questions, question 3 being the one most consistently ignored. Sievers, for example, gives the following explanation (1901b:279) for the alternation:

"Beim Status constr. ist ja auch der Accentwechsel ganz verständlich. Je stärker der Status constr. enttont wird, um so mehr verliert er seine eigene (d.h. historisch berechtigte) Tonsilbe und ordnet sich lediglich dem allgemeinen rhythmischen Gefüge unter, in dem er auftritt . . ."

In other words, the weakened accent of a noun in the construct state was more easily influenced by external rhythmic factors, e.g., the accent of the following noun, requirements

\textsuperscript{11}I owe this reference to Professor Ben Hayyim. In fact, it was he who first called my attention to the form ṣāgōr and to the possibility of linking it with ṣōqōp.

\textsuperscript{12}The form ϕερ(τελειω/τελιω) which occurs in Epiphanius' list of the Biblical books (Audet 1950:1974:55) and in the genealogically related list published by Audet (ibid., 53) is, of course, even further removed from the forms treated in this article. It is also much more difficult to interpret.
of meter (in poetry), etc. This theory would lead one to expect that proper nouns, which occur only rarely (if ever) in the construct state, would be immune to shift of stress from etymological vowel to epenthetic vowel, and the fact that this is not the case (see §4.2 below) casts a heavy cloud of suspicion over the entire theory. Furthermore, it is apparent that Sievers' theory does not address itself to questions 3 and 4 at all, a defect pointed out, in part, already by Bauer and Leander ([1922]1965:574):

"Die Umfärbung des Ultimavokals bleibt hierbei ... unerklärt."

3.2. Bauer-Leander's Theory

Bauer and Leander's own explanation (loc. cit.) is designed to provide a partial remedy for the above-mentioned defect:

"Wahrscheinlich sind sie einfach nach Analogie der 4. Klasse entstanden:

deb̥ārām : débār = gēbārām : x;  x = gēbār."

The same type of analogy would presumably explain the Umfärbung of hādār, ḥāsār, ḥāyār, sūhār, and sūyān, so even if we do not agree with Bauer and Leander (ibid., 573) that gāvār (Psalms 18:26) is a construct form (see fn.31 below), we are still obliged to consider whether their explanation is capable of accounting for the other forms. Consider, then, the analogy which supposedly produced the singular construct form ḥādār. Should not the same analogy have produced a plural construct form *ḥēvēnē (< *ḥēvēnē on the analogy of divēn),13 a singular absolute form *ḥāvēn (on the analogy of ḫāyān), and a suffixed singular form *ḥāvēnō (on the analogy of ḫāvēnō), especially since the plural construct and the singular absolute are semantically closer to the plural absolute (which stands to the left of the equals sign in the proportion) than is the singular construct.14

This explanation, then, leaves us in a worse position vis-à-vis question 2 than we were to start with: not only does it fail to answer the question, it actually strengthens it. In addition, it fails to account for the special role played by final resonants in the shift (question 3), or the e-e alternation (question 4a).

3.3. Malone's Answers to Questions 1 and 4a

A third attempt to solve the riddle of the ḥēvēn-ḥēvēnē alternation was recently made by Malone (1971). Malone answers question 1 (ibid., 55-4) by assuming that epenthesis in the construct forms under discussion (unlike epenthesis in the corresponding absolute forms) took place early enough to feed the general stress-shift which Semitists have long posited for ancient Hebrew (Bergsträsser 1918:114-5, Bauer and Leander [1922]1965:177ff, Cantineau 1931:97, Harris 1939:50, Goetze 1939, Blau 1972:81). Descriptions of this stress-shift vary from scholar to scholar, but all agree that nouns with two etymologically short stem-vowels (e.g. ḫuvē, ḫōvēn, "ēvēn") were originally stressed on the first of these vowels, and that the position of the accent in Massoretic Hebrew (on the second stem-vowel) is a product of the stress-shift (Bergsträsser 1918:114, Bauer and Leander [1922]1965:178, Cantineau 1931:97,

---

13It must be admitted, however, that it is possible to claim that Tiberian divēnē comes from *dāvēt; see above, fn. 10.
14One might also ask why analogies of this sort did not change nouns of the form CaCōC (plural CaCōC-im) to CaCōC.
Goetze 1939:442, Blau 1972:81). 16 A segolate noun which underwent epenthesis before this stress-shift would clearly have been part of this larger class of nouns, and would, therefore, have participated in the stress-shift along with the other members of this class. 16 The same conclusion was reached independently by the author of these lines. 17

Malone's answer to question 4a is also new. He assumes (op. cit., 46) that the original epenthetic vowel was e, and that this e was later lowered to e in unstressed position. Malone does not motivate this solution, apparently expecting his readers to realize that the latter assumption is necessary in any case to account for such alternations as: šem ~ šem-, tošem ~ 'al-tāšem, haggēš ~ haggeš-nā, yešēv ~ yēšeš-nā.

Malone's answers to questions 1 and 4a are very appealing for the simple reason that they require very few assumptions beyond those required to account for other Hebrew phenomena. In dealing with questions 2 and 4b, on the other hand, Malone (op. cit., 58) offers no solutions beyond those set forth by Sievers (question 2) and Bauer and Leander (question 4b), which, as we have seen, are far from economical. The answers which we are about to give to these questions — and to question 3 — are, the author believes, more in harmony with the multiply motivated solutions to questions 1 and 4a which Malone put forth.

15 Most of these scholars believe that the stress-assignment rule of Classical Arabic (the so-called Dreisilbengesetz) originally held for Hebrew as well. This rule assigns the stress in this word-class to the first stem-vowel. Goetze agrees with this result for his own reasons. His position (1939:442-3) is that the first stem-vowel would have been syncopated if it had not been stressed — and the contrast between the treatment of short ı in žūnā < *bānā, hamā < *hāmān, and ūhāl < *ūhāl, on the one hand, and the treatment of that same vowel in ʿenāb < *ʿināb and ʿēšā < *ʿēšā, on the other (ibid., 444) would certainly seem to bear him out. The fact that the Akkadian reflexes of this class are also stressed on the first syllable is further proof, according to Goetze (ibid., 444-5). This latter argument is developed and refined in Steiner 1975 (cf. esp. p. 8).

16 That early epenthesis (in the vicinity of a final resonant) shows up as a shift of form-class in Tigre as well is clear from Gragg's description (1974:3):

"Te does not tolerate final clusters either, but uses various processes to get rid of them. The most frequent is epenthesis (q > /C.C: kalb > kalāb) .... but shift in form class (bāqel > bāqēl, so frequently for ġėčr, where R is a resonant) and deletion of homorganic consonants (qān > qāl) are also attested."

The synchronic repercussion of early SYNCOPE is also a shift of form-class, cf. kōvēš ~ čēveš, kōbēj ~ bēbēj, yōrej ~ yērej, goōrē ~ ġēber, ʿōrēl ~ ʿēreš, ʿēlš ~ ʿēšēl, šātān ~ šētān, šōχān ~ šēχēn, šōχōl ~ šēχēl, ʿōlān ~ ʿēlān, ʿōlān ~ ʿēlān, ʿōlān ~ ʿēlān (Steiner 1975:3-4).

17 As Malone points out (1971:60fn58), this same rule-ordering (or "change-ordering") device was employed by Bauer and Leander ([1922]1965:213) to explain the shift of the accent in other classes of nouns (cf. also Goetze 1939:447). It is not entirely clear why these scholars did not extend this solution to the class of construct forms under discussion. It is possible that they were put off by the fact that it leaves the Umgänzung of the epenthetic vowel (in forms like ūdār, etc.) unexplained. But then we may legitimately ask why they didn't use the analogy theory in conjunction with the rule-ordering theory as does Malone. By doing so they would have strengthened their analogy theory, since the probability of any given analogy taking place would appear to rise in direct proportion to the similarity between the analuegum and the analogues. This consideration clearly outweighs the "economy" of allowing one theory (viz. the analogy theory) to account for both Umgänzung and stress-shift.
4. NEW ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 2, 3, AND 4b

4.1. Question 2 (The Stress Shift)

It has often been noted that alternations like zoqēn ~ zoqān, internally reconstructed to obey Philippi's law (which is, in turn, based on an internally reconstructed version of zoqēn ~ zoqānti, and states that short, stressed, checked, non-low, front vowels become low) prove that final vowels (case endings) were apocopated earlier in the construct state than in the absolute (Bergsträsser 1918:115,149, Bauer and Leander [1922]1965:523, Harris 1939:41, Blau 1972:69,223).

Since the loss of case endings is a necessary pre-condition for epenthesis, it seems reasonable to assume that the construct state was the leader in the area of epenthesis as well:

![Diagram](construct-apocope)

If so, we may answer question 2 simply by assuming that stress-shift occurred after nouns in the construct state underwent epenthesis but before nouns in the absolute state did so:
The claim is, then, that the stress did not shift to the epenthetic vowel in forms like \( \text{h\ddot{e}dr} \), \( \text{h\ddot{e}vel} \), etc. because these forms did not get their epenthetic vowels until after the extinction of stress-shift.

It should not surprise us to learn that epenthesis proceeded in stages. The two stages we have identified coincide more or less with the stages discovered by Bauer and Leander (op. cit., 213). The existence of a third stage has been tentatively proposed (Harris 1941:145), based on the contrast between the behavior of the \( \text{bd} \) \( \text{hp} \) stops following an epenthetic vowel in a noun and the behavior of those consonants following an epenthetic vowel in a verb (cf. especially the minimal pair \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \) 'to take' : \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \)' you (f.) took'). This contrast would seem to prove that epenthesis took place later in the verb, too late to be

---

18 In Hebrew, infinitives pattern with the nouns because they are derived from verbal nouns.

19 The unspirantized \( t \) in this form is a regular feature of the 2fs perfect suffix, cf. \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \) 'you sent', \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \) 'you opened', \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \) 'you know', \( \text{y\ddot{a}n\ddot{a}t} \) 'you toiled', \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \) 'you heard', \( \text{higg\ddot{a}sat} \) 'you arrived', \( \text{hi\ddot{a}b\ddot{a}sat} \) 'you satiated', \( \text{pa\ddot{a}sat} \) 'you transgressed'.

20 Just as the early date of construct epenthesis is a function of the early date of construct apocope, so too the late date of apocope in \( \text{wayy\ddot{a}had} \) (note, in addition to the unspirantized \( d \), the unlengthened, or at least unlowered, \( t \) of this form and others like it in contrast with the \( e \) of \( \text{yef\ddot{a}m} \) and \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \), \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \), etc. may be a function of the late date of apocope in final-\( w,y \) verbs and in the second person feminine singular of the perfect. Evidence for the late date of apocope in the latter comes from the unspirantized (and simplex?) \( t \) of \( \text{na\ddot{a}hat?} \) 'you gave', in which apocope took place too late for the final \( t \) to be affected by spirantization (contrast \( \text{mat\ddot{a}t\ddot{a}t} \) 'gift'), either because spirantization was already extinct or because geminate simplification, a prerequisite for spirantization, was already extinct. This theory is not necessarily in conflict with Blau's theory that apocope took place earlier in the verb than in the absolute-state noun (1972: 65), because that theory was put forward to account for forms like \( \text{k\ddot{a}mar} \) and \( \text{y\ddot{e}b\ddot{a}d} \) in which we find \( a \) instead of \( o \) in syllables which were originally open. There is no good reason for assuming that apocope in \( \text{wayy\ddot{a}had} \) and \( \text{loq\ddot{a}hat} \) was as early as apocope in \( \text{k\ddot{a}mar} \)
affected by spirantization.\footnote{This solution presupposes that spirantization was no longer productive at the time of the Massoretes, but as Blau has pointed out (private communication):}

If so, we obtain a tri-partite division:

- **Construct Epenthesis**
  - qāḥāt

- **Stress-Shift**
  - (ēqāḥāt)

- **Spirantization**
  - 

- **Absolute Epenthesis**
  - (ēqāḥāt)

- **Verb Epenthesis**
  - ēqāḥāt

It is sobering to realize that, were it not for the fact that two of the sound changes which took place while epenthesis was in progress (viz. stress-shift and spirantization) happened to be fed by it, the Massoretic reflex of *qāḥāt* would have been identical in the construct, in the absolute, and in the verb, and we might never have suspected that epenthesis cannot be assigned to only one position in the sequence of Hebrew sound changes. The possibility that there are other such changes of which we are not aware is disturbing.

4.2. Question 3 (Change Favored by a Final Resonant)

The relationship between sonority and epenthesis has long been recognized by linguists. Sievers (1901a:294-5) and especially Jespersen (1913:191ff) have interesting things to say and *yixba* — in fact there is evidence suggesting the opposite. It is quite likely, for instance, that in Jeremiah's dialect neither *wayyiḥad* nor *ēqāḥāt* had undergone apocope, cf. forms like *watkiyn-ām* 'and she (!) committed fornication there' (Jeremiah 3:6) and *'al-ēmāhi* (paroxytone!) 'do not erase (masculine!)' (18:23), for the former, and *kētus* like *ōmty* (2:33), *qāty* (3:4), *šmty* (4:19), *hēkt* (31:20), *hēbyt* (46:11) and probably also forms like *sōwāt* (2:20) and *niitaqt* (loc. cit.), for the latter. Forms like *ṣamār* and *yixba*, on the other hand, show no sign of having preserved their final vowels in Jeremiah's dialect or any other for that matter. Thus, Blau's theory about the date of apocope in verbs should be restricted to the verb forms from which his evidence is drawn, evidence which, incidentally, can be explained on the basis of accent rather than syllable structure (cf. Brockelmann 1903:9fn1 and Nyberg 1932:§15a,b).

This is a serious objection which I am unable to dispose of in a convincing manner. It is true that it is a long way from the Aramaic vernacular of women in 10th-century Baghdad to the Biblical Hebrew reading tradition of the Massoretes in 8th-century Tiberias, but the gap is narrowed considerably by the existence of segolated but unspirantized verbs in Biblical Aramaic (*hiltōxāḥat* 'you have been found', Daniel 5:27) and Babylonian Hebrew (*qāḥāt* 'let it rejoice; let it be united?' , Job 3:6 in Yeivin 1973a:54,130). I have decided to retain Harris' explanation because I fail to see any viable alternative to it: the various analogies that might be proposed to account for the unspirantized *ē* in *ēqāḥāt*, *ēlāḥāt*, *paḇāḥāt*, etc. are not capable of accounting for the unspirantized *d* in *wayyiḥad*.\footnote{This solution presupposes that spirantization was no longer productive at the time of the Massoretes, but as Blau has pointed out (private communication):}

"In Aramaic, at any rate, spirantization was a living feature even in Saadiah's time (v. his commentary to Sefer Yeṣirah). It is to be assumed that the same was the case in Hebrew, so decisively influenced by Aramaic."

This is a serious objection which I am unable to dispose of in a convincing manner. It is true that it is a long way from the Aramaic vernacular of women in 10th-century Baghdad to the Biblical Hebrew reading tradition of the Massoretes in 8th-century Tiberias, but the gap is narrowed considerably by the existence of segolated but unspirantized verbs in Biblical Aramaic (*hiltōxāḥat* 'you have been found', Daniel 5:27) and Babylonian Hebrew (*qāḥāt* 'let it rejoice; let it be united?' , Job 3:6 in Yeivin 1973a:54,130). I have decided to retain Harris' explanation because I fail to see any viable alternative to it: the various analogies that might be proposed to account for the unspirantized *ē* in *ēqāḥāt*, *ēlāḥāt*, *paḇāḥāt*, etc. are not capable of accounting for the unspirantized *d* in *wayyiḥad*.
on this subject, but, for our purposes, the most useful discussion is that of Bloomfield ([1933]1965:384):

"When a relatively sonorous phoneme is non-syllabic, it often acquires syllabic function;\footnote{Cf. Bell 1970 for a detailed analysis of this change, based on data from a large group of languages.} this change is known by the Sanskrit name of *samprasarana. Thus, in sub-standard English, *elm [elm] has changed to [elmp]. This is often followed by another change, known as *anaptyxis, the rise of a vowel beside the sonant, which becomes non-syllabic. Primitive Indo-European *agros 'field' gives pre-Latin *agros; in this the [r] must have become syllabic, and then an anaptyctic vowel must have arisen, for in the historical Latin form aget [ager] the e represents a fully formed vowel. Similarly, Primitive Germanic forms like *akraz, 'field', *foglaz, 'bird', *tajkman, 'sign', *majömaz, 'precious object' lost their unstressed vowels in all the old Germanic dialects. The Gothic forms [akrs, fugis, tajkn, majom] may have been monosyllabic or may have had syllabic sonants; anaptyxis has taken place in the Old English forms ['cker, 'fugal, 'tken, 'marom], though even here spellings like *gul cannot be unlinked."

That the same relationship between epenthesis and sonority may have existed in Arabic (in the pausal forms of nouns on the pattern CVCCun) was pointed out already by Brockelmann (1908:1, 209) and Schaade (1911:58), and Harris (1936:34) was able to demonstrate its existence in Punic as well:

"Beginning with Punic there are traces of anaptyxis in doubly closed syllables, similar to the occurrence of anaptyctic vowels to simplify the pronunciation of the Hebrew segolates. As would be expected, the words in which this occurs are those in which the last consonant is more sonorous than the preceding, thus making a group which is normally not a single syllable at all and which is very difficult to pronounce. For *P*qa.blt 'grave,' there is the Punic variant *iP*, with an anaptyctic vowel. In Neo-Punic, *Mdlt 'vow' is often written *iP; *Mdlt 'memory', *iP; and *tt'Mt 'ten', *iP."
When two consonants were left in the Semitic languages at the end of a word, there arose the need to develop a secondary vowel in the final syllable if the last consonant was more sonorous than the preceding one. For practical purposes it may be said that this was the case between a stop or sibilant and a following liquid or nasal. Thus arose forms like Arab. mahat, Hebrew ""aben > "eben, Akk. šālam. That there was no phonetic need for the development of a segolate vowel if that order of consonants was reversed is proved by the fact that in modern Arabic there is no anaptyxis under such conditions, hence we get here forms like qalb, milh. The same is true of the short imperfect of the Hebrew verbs of the type tentiae wy, hence yīben occurs in that language alongside of yart and yeš.

.... And finally, in some languages the vowel was extended to all nouns capable of segolization, notably in Hebrew where ešeg is now found by the side of ozen, geber.

"Svarabhakti tritt um so leichter ein, je grösse Schwierigkeiten sich einer raschen Umsetzung der Articulationsstellung darbieten, d.h. je gässer die Articulationsdifferenz der Nachbarlauten ist. Zwischen nahezu homorganen Lauten tritt sie daher ausserst selten auf, so etwa zwischen r + d, r + t."

As for the failure of qošt, košt, yešt, yēst, wayašq, and wayyīš (11 pronounced [wayyišp]) to undergo epenthesis, it is of a piece with the irregular syncopation of vowels in the environments $\text{k}_{\text{t}}$ and $\text{k}_{\text{t}}$ in languages where syncope is normally restricted to (short) vowels in two-sided open syllables, e.g. P-S $\text{ś śśatu} > \text{ś śśatu} > \text{ś śśatu}$ (Steiner 1975:2,5-6,8), Hebrew $\text{ś śśayim} > \text{ś śśayim}$, Syriac $\text{ś śśa} > \text{ś śśa}$, and perhaps also Akkadian ina šataqaq > Aramaic $\text{ś śśaqaq}$ (Speiser (1926)1967:37?fn16). Both of these phenomena, like the metathesis which produced Biblical Aramaic "ś śśayw 'they drank' (< *ś śśaw), reflect a preference for uninterrupted sequences of voiceless sibilant (esp. $\ddot{s}$) followed by voiceless stop (esp. $t$), but the reasons for this preference are not entirely clear.

24 A Mishnaic term attested in "Hqfin III.5. For the vocalization, cf. Mishna Codex Parma B.
25 That yešt and wayyīš already had fricative $\dddot{s}$ (instead of earlier $\dddot{s}$) by the time verb epenthesis took place follows from the relative chronology proposed by Harris (cf. above, p. 9) on the basis of forms like yiḥād.
26 This is probably an exception, but it is also possible that final $b$ was devoiced in this word.
27 Speiser appears to be less than candid when he contrasts yārād and yēst with forms like wattiṯm, yīven, yiḏen (ibid., 391,393), leaving his readers to infer that the law of sonority is a synchronic fact within the realm of final-y apocopated imperfects in Hebrew. Actually, there are numerous counter-examples to the law of sonority even in this limited sub-class (e.g. tīrē, yārēv, wayyēm, tēnē, wayyēnē, wattiṯm, tēnēv and perhaps also wayyīšb, cf. fn. 26). It is true that all or most of the counter-examples exhibit "over-epenthesis" with respect to the law of sonority rather than "under-epenthesis," but this is a much weaker statement than the one which is implicit in Speiser's discussion.
Speiser's hypothesis is reasonable, even though it goes far beyond the evidence adduced by him. Moreover, it provides a simple answer to question 3, for if segolates ending in a resonant were the first to undergo epenthesis, then it is possible to assume that they were the only ones (aside from segolates with a medial laryngal like ba'd and qaft) which underwent epenthesis early enough to be affected by stress-shift. Accordingly we must modify the diagrams on pp. 9 and 10 as follows:

![Diagram showing the process of constructing apocope and epenthesis.](image)

Further evidence for Speiser's hypothesis comes from a small group of segolate toponyms, alluded to above (§3.1), which underwent epenthesis early enough to be affected by stress-shift: šēxēm, gōvāl, and, less certainly, šōūm. That these toponyms are indeed segolates is perfectly clear (except in the case of šōūm) from allomorphs which occur with locative and gentilic suffixes (šēxōm(h), gōwāl, and šōūmō28), from transcriptions in the Amarna letters 28

---

28 This form is listed, without reference, by Yeivin 1973a:145. The source is apparently Sinj, Codex Assemani 66, p. 52, where examples appear in lines 8 and 9. The form is spelled with a šōm after the š, but šōm in this manuscript, as in all or most other

---

AAL 3, 97
(Šalmi, Gubla) and other ancient documents (cf. Koehler, Baumgartner, et. al. 1967, s.v. gāwāl), and, to a lesser degree, from variant spellings in the Isaiah Scroll (swdām) and the *Genesis Apocryphon* (swdām, swdām) (cf. Kutscher 1959:83-4). Here again we find that all of the forms in question end in a resonant.

It remains to be said that, while it is clear that ṣĀxēm, gāwāl, and possibly ṣwām underwent epenthesis earlier than absolute-state common nouns ending in a resonant, it is not all clear why this should be so. Could it be that proper nouns were used in "pausal" form (i.e. without case-endings) in ancient Hebrew as Brockelmann (1903:5fn1) suggested? Or does the exceptional behavior of these place-names merely indicate that they were borrowed from the dialects of the cities to which they refer (Malone 1971:56; Bauer and Leander [1922]1965:580)? Further research is clearly called for.

A more difficult problem is posed by the existence of common nouns stressed on their epenthetic vowel in the absolute state as well as the construct. It is well-known that nouns ending in y generally fall into this category. Since y is even more sonorous than the liquids and nasals, it is not surprising that these nouns should be more susceptible to early epenthesis and, consequently, to stress-shift. The only question is whether the oxytone allomorphs spread to the absolute state by analogy or whether epenthesis preceded apocope in final-y nouns.

Nouns with medial * are also regularly stressed on their epenthetic vowel in the absolute state, and much of what has been said about final-y nouns applies with slight modification to this class of nouns as well. We might also note that the relationship between the medial-* nouns and the other medial-laryngal nouns is very similar to the relationship between the final-y nouns and nouns ending in a liquid or nasal.

The most difficult problem of all is posed by nouns which are stressed on their epenthetic vowel in the absolute state, but yet do not fall into either of the above classes. Some of these (gāwār, išālū) end in a liquid or semi-vowel, but some (dāvāx, ṣāvāx, ᵃsāvāx?) do not.

---

**manuscripts with Early Babylonian vocalization** (Yeivin 1973a:70), often stands for etymological and phonetic *p*. The vocalization with o (although it is possible that in line 9 this has been corrected to u) is puzzling (one would normally expect u in the Babylonian system, but not entirely unparalleled; cf. Yeivin 1973a:63(several examples),202 (*'oxē'lx) 'foods'), 204 (toaxios). Incidentally, the form we are discussing is not a hapax. There are many examples of graphemic -*swdmy*- scattered throughout Rabbinic literature (Kutscher 1959:84,Sokoloff [1869]1972:295) which are clearly to be read ṣwāmī (Kutscher loc. cit.) or ṣwām. Finally, we should note that if we accept Kutscher’s derivation (loc. cit.) of *swdmy* from an original *ṣudumyyu*, the Sifra’s vocalization becomes less difficult to explain, although one might still have expected *swāmī* or *ṣāomī*.

It may, therefore, be necessary, in the end, to abandon our classification of the name *ṣāom* as a segolate.

**Analogy** was more likely with final-y nouns than with, e.g., final-α nouns, because more final-y construct forms had undergone epenthesis.

**In the latter case, we would posit gadyā > gada > gadiyyu.** Changes of this type (which increase the number of syllables in a word) are discussed by Jespersen (1913:193,198-9). This solution would allow us to account for forms like *gāwiyy* (Song 4:5,7:4) and *gādyαγαγις* (Song 1:8) without invoking analogy.

**This form, which occurs in the phrase *gāwār zōmin* (Psalms 18:26) is often said to be a construct form. This view presupposes that *zōmin* can be a noun as well as an adjective, an assumption which is highly questionable. Not surprisingly the Hexapla vocalizes *yašo* *zōm*.**
These forms are anomalous in other ways as well: 1) pre-tonic vowels, even \( \alpha \), have been reduced (Malone 1971:56 fn.40), even though the tonic vowels are etymologically short, and 2) stressed \( \alpha \) has not been replaced by \( \epsilon \) (except before \( \nu \)) even though these are nominal forms. For these forms, the assumption of inter-dialectal borrowing (Malone 1971:56, Bauer and Leander [1922]1965:580) would seem to be the only solution.

4.3. Question 4b (the Vowel \( \alpha \))

If we accept Malone’s assumption (1971:40) that the original epenthetic vowel was uniformly \( \epsilon \), we must explain how this vowel was lowered to \( \alpha \) in \( \text{hādēr} \), etc. Two possibilities come to mind. On one hand, we might attribute the lowering of \( \epsilon \) to the presence of \( \eta \) (and, of course, the laryngals; cf. Malone’s rule [119], loc. cit.), especially if it took place while the \( \epsilon \) was still unstressed, cf. *wayyōśār, he removed > wayyūśār, and *wayyā‘er 'he weakened' > wayyū‘ar. If, on the other hand, the lowering of \( \epsilon \) took place after the stress had shifted to it, Philippi’s law would seem to provide the answer.

Neither of these solutions is without its difficulties. The former solution is incapable of explaining why the epenthetic vowel of *\( \text{hāvēl} \) was lowered, while the latter solution fails to explain why the epenthetic vowel of \( \text{hāvēl} \) was not lowered. Nevertheless, the latter solution seems preferable, since there are other exceptions to Philippi’s law which must be accounted for in any case: *\( \text{hāvēl} \) (note the striking phonetic similarity to hāvēl), *qānūn, and hāmēl. Rather than explain these forms away as analogical restorations (a strategy which, in any event, will not work with hāvēl, since the corresponding absolute form is not *hāveš but hāvēl), we propose a solution based on the possibility that Philippi’s law and stress-shift partially overlapped in time.

A glance at figure 5 reveals that Philippi’s law and stress-shift at least fall within the same general time-period (after construct apocope and before absolute epenthesis), and that stress-shift could easily be the later of the two. At the same time, it is well-known that stress-shift feeds Philippi’s law. We may therefore hypothesize that stress-shift began in time to supply some customers to Philippi’s law, but that the latter became extinct before the former had worked its way through the entire class of bi-syllabic construct forms. In other words, it is possible that we have COUNTERT-feeding here as well

---

32 Short \( \alpha \), the most sonorous of the short vowels, is generally immune to pre-tonic reduction in Biblical Hebrew. Final-\( \nu \) segolates like gēḏā (< *gadyu) and ḡāwī (< *badyu) are only apparent exceptions to this rule, since the original \( \alpha \) of these forms was raised to \( \epsilon \) by vowel harmony (cf. kēlyōxô, tēlyōxô, pēryōxô, and gēḏāl, kēlî, pēlî, and the proper nouns tēyōphāqî, tēyōphāqî) before being reduced.

33 This last detail, unmentioned by Malone, is crucial, cf. fn. 15, above.

34 The \( \epsilon \) in ṣāwsw may be a product of assimilation (\( \alpha \) becoming rounded before \( \nu \)) at a late stage, rather than a product of stress-lengthening, cf. Blau 1967:63, and add wayyūwsw (1 Samuel 21:14) to the examples cited there.

35 This solution was suggested to me by Norman Didia, a student of mine at Touro College.

36 The form which is actually attested is *awt-, i.e. with \( \epsilon \) and maqqēf; cf. p. 7 above for other examples of this alternation.

37 I.e., the first stage of absolute epenthesis — affecting nouns ending in a resonant. This must have taken place very soon after absolute apocope. Accordingly, the time-period covered by this diagram is not so long as to invalidate the argument which we wish to base on it.

38 Wang 1969, which I came across after writing these lines, argues, on theoretical grounds, that competition between (= the overlapping of) sound-changes is one of the causes of sound-change residue. The Hebrew data presented here certainly seem to support Wang’s position.
as feeding\(^1\) — and that ḥāḇĕl, *ḏeḇēl, qēʿēv, and ḥānēš are "products" of this counter-feeding. As such, ḥāḇĕl would no longer stand in the way of a solution to question 4b based on Philippi's law.\(^2\)

5. CONCLUSION

This investigation has shown that forms like ḥāḏāk and ḥāḇĕl are relics of an early stage in the development of Hebrew. The occurrence of these forms in Tiberian Masoretic Hebrew is significant, firstly because some of them (e.g. šēyān, zēḏā, ʾnēḡēr, ḥāḏāk) must have already disappeared from colloquial Hebrew by the Mishnaic period, and secondly, because a number of them have been replaced by their absolute-state co-allomorphs in the Babylonian tradition of Biblical Hebrew, e.g. ḥāvĕl (Kahle [1902] 1966:171-2), šēyāt (Yeivin 1973a:193), šāḏēk "šādēk, šāḏāt" mēwt, teḏāt mēwt (ibid., 220).\(^3\) These facts must now be added to the growing body of scientific evidence (cf. esp. Kutscher 1959:23-52) indicating that the Tiberian vocalization is a faithful, even slavish, reproduction of a stubborn oral tradition which succeeded in preserving ancient forms even after they had disappeared from the Hebrew spoken by the bearers of that tradition.
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\(^1\) This should not be confused with Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll's "feeding and counter-feeding" (1974:2), which is a symmetric relation between two NON-OVERLAPPING rules. What we are proposing is that PART of stress-shift precedes the extinction of Philippi's law (and thus feeds it) and part of stress-shift follows it (and thus counter-feeds it).

\(^2\) Another solution to question 4b might be to reject Malone's assumption that there was only one epenthetic vowel and to assume that, in the earliest period, the epenthetic vowel took on the coloring of the stem vowel (as it is in some Arabic and Akkadian dialects), except when the word ended in a laryngal or ṣ. This assumption is made plausible by the fact that ḥāḇĕl is apparently a qaṭṭ form (cf. ḥeḇēṭ, ḥeḇēṭā), while šēyān seems to go back to a qaṭṭ form (cf. Assyrian šaḥāw, from which it is borrowed). But construct epenthesis would still have to be ordered before stress-shift, and stress-shift before the extinction of Philippi's law, and, accordingly, the unlowered e of ḥāḇĕl would still be a problem. This "solution" is therefore illusory.

\(^3\) Cf. also šēyān (abs.) for ṣēyēn in Siqā, Codex Assemani 66, p. 180. Older forms preserved by the Babylonian tradition are bāṭāš (Yeivin 1973a:198), šēyāt (ibid., 197), and šāḏā (Yeivin 1973b:168).
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